Higher education to see cuts over $650 million

By VICTORIA DOM Staff Reporter

Students are facing an inevitable tuition increase by at least 10 percent as the Senate released its 2011-2013 budget proposal Tuesday evening.

Now that the House and Senate proposals have been unveiled, the Legislature must reconcile the two versions and construct the final budget.

“It is all a matter of reaching final numbers, but the principles have been developed,” said State Rep. Larry Seaquist, D-Gig Harbor, chairman of the House Higher Education Committee.

The major issue in creating the budget is filling a $5.3 billion revenue shortfall. The Senate’s proposal plugs the hole with spending and compensation reductions, fund transfers, and new net revenues.

The Senate’s key solution to bridging the gap is making $4.8 billion in spending reductions.

The proposal leaves higher education facing an overall reduction, receiving a total of $617.5 million in state appropriations.

Of that amount, $200.3 million will go to community and technical colleges, which is 14.4 percent below the amount needed to continue the current level of programs and activities.

The Senate budget will reduce the higher education budget by a total of $642.7 million, in comparison to the House proposal, which has a $603.3 million reduction.

However, the Senate declares that the House proposal overestimates tuition revenue, stating the proper reduction amount as $677.8 million.

“The most important thing to realize is that both budgets have the same message,” Rep. Seaquist said.

Although less money will be spent on higher education, the Legislature is trying to mitigate the situation by maintaining students’ ability to go to school, many Highline students say.

The state Legislature is nearing completion of a new two-year budget for Washington state, including money for higher education. With a more than $5 billion projected revenue shortfall, all three current versions of the 2011-2013 budget – the governor’s proposal, and the House and Senate budgets – anticipate college tuition hikes of 10-13 percent.

The news is catching some students by surprise, and they say they are not happy.

“I had no clue tuition might rise next year. It’s already high enough,” said student Frances Ma.

Student Tina Balika said the first question that came to her mind was, “Will I finish education?”

Clark thinks that the tax on water and candy should have never been taken away. She said that people will need to sacrifice a little bit so that things will be better in the long run.

Hannah Holmes, another student, agreed that higher education should be spared from budget cuts. “Education is important,” she said.

Holmes also said she wouldn’t be able to afford things like parking with the tuition increase. “Books would be impossible,” she said.

State to give students one ID

By RASCHELLE CASEBER Staff Reporter

Highline students could soon get a common identification number for Washington community colleges. However, a bill to raise tuition for students with “excess credits” may be dead, while a bill to stop bullying in colleges is waiting for the governor’s signature and will be passed.

This student ID bill, SB 5463, requires the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges to establish minimum standards for common student identifiers, so that once a student has enrolled at any of the
Laptop stolen from campus bookstore

A laptop valued at $308 was stolen from the bookstore on April 3 at 6:20 p.m. “He took out cutters and cut the wire to the computer, everyone saw him,” said Laura Nole. The suspect was wearing dark clothing with a hooded sweatshirt.

He was asked by Bookstore staff to inspect his bag but he ran. “Because of budget cuts, guards are only provided during rush hour and buy back,” said Nole. “This leaves us vulnerable to incidents like these.” The suspect may have acquired a nice laptop but he won’t be using it anytime soon. “The laptop has no battery and has a combination lock,” said Nole.

Officers patrolled the area with results. “Hopefully this was just a random incident that won’t happen again,” said Nole.

Intoxicated man causes disturbance near library

The Security Office received a call from the library about an intoxicated man on April 10 at 5:35 p.m.

The man was being loud, and refused to leave. When security arrived the man had slurred speech, smelled heavily of alcohol and he had urinated on himself. Security called 911 and requested they send an officer.

The officer found the man in the north parking lot and a Washington State license on himself. He was asked by Bookstore staff to inspect his bag but he ran.

“He was asked to participate in campus cleanup by helping to remove any litter that might be strewn around,” said Michelle Eckhart, president of the Environmental Club.

“We hope to achieve a higher level of awareness among all who attend regarding how humanity fits into the bigger picture of all life on earth, and hope to get people to think more carefully about where the stuff they buy comes from and what happens to it when they throw it away or pour it down the drain,” said Eckhart.

The week’s events include: • Monday, April 18 “A tragedy of the Commons: How greed totally ruins things,” by Highline biology professor Dr. Heathre Price, Building 29-305 1:30 – 2:30 p.m. • Wednesday, April 20 Presentation boards with Dr. Heathre Price, Building 29-216, 10-10:50 a.m.

A memorial service for Eena Hibbs will be held on Saturday, April 16 at 3 p.m. Hibbs fought four different types of cancer since 2000 before succumbing to liposarcoma on March 31. The memorial will be held at Emmanuel Baptist Church, 2216 106th Ave. E. in Graham. Mourners are requested to wear colorful, cheerful attire.

Rain returned yesterday after a glimpse of spring on both Monday and Tuesday. However, students have come to expect it.

Earth Week offers broad program

By BRIAN GRANTHAM
Staff Reporter

This year’s Earth Week will involve everything from campus clean-up to discussions of recycling, green cleaning products and sustainability.

“We have a lot of great speakers,” said Dr. Heathre Price, adviser of the Environmental Club.

Earth week runs April 18-22.

Campus Clean-up is on Monday, April 18, and it is open to everyone. “You can also participate in campus cleanup by helping to remove any litter that might be strewn around,” said Michelle Eckhart, president of the Environmental Club.

“We hope to achieve a higher level of awareness among all who attend regarding how humanity fits into the bigger picture of all life on earth, and hope to get people to think more carefully about where the stuff they buy comes from and what happens to it when they throw it away or pour it down the drain,” said Eckhart.

The week’s events include: • Monday, April 18 “A tragedy of the Commons: How greed totally ruins things,” by Highline biology professor Dr. Heathre Price, Building 29-305 1:30 – 2:30 p.m. • Wednesday, April 20 Presentation boards with Dr. Heathre Price, Building 29-216, 10-10:50 a.m.

A laptop valued at $308 was stolen from the bookstore on April 3 at 6:20 p.m. “He took out cutters and cut the wire to the computer, everyone saw him,” said Laura Nole. The suspect was wearing dark clothing with a hooded sweatshirt.

He was asked by Bookstore staff to inspect his bag but he ran. “Because of budget cuts, guards are only provided during rush hour and buy back,” said Nole. “This leaves us vulnerable to incidents like these.” The suspect may have acquired a nice laptop but he won’t be using it anytime soon. “The laptop has no battery and has a combination lock,” said Nole.

Officers patrolled the area with results. “Hopefully this was just a random incident that won’t happen again,” said Nole.

Intoxicated man causes disturbance near library

The Security Office received a call from the library about an intoxicated man on April 10 at 5:35 p.m.

The man was being loud, and refused to leave. When security arrived the man had slurred speech, smelled heavily of alcohol and he had urinated on himself. Security called 911 and requested they send an officer.

An ambulance was called and the male was transferred to detox.

Items found on campus

Items found include a silver LG cell phone from Verizon and a Washington State license found in the north parking lot on April 7.

A black umbrella with color prints was found in Building 26 in the writing center April 7.

Pink prescription glasses were found in Building 6 on the second floor on April 6.

Items reported lost include a student’s Canon digital camera on campus April 6. A male student lost his wallet on campus on April 8.

Byline: Compiled by Elzie Dickens III
Filing open for Student Government

By MEGAN WALLIN
Staff Reporter

Applications are now available for students interested in becoming part of Highline’s Student Government.

Student elections are being held for the positions of president and vice president, and both student voters and candidates alike are being encouraged to get involved as soon as possible.

For those interested in running, declaring your candidacy involves picking up election packets from the Student Government office, which will be due by noon on May 3. Students can turn their packets in the office on the top floor of Building 8.

Some of the requirements for candidates is to bring in a petition signed by at least 50 students. It must have a minimum GPA of 2.5 and attend a mandatory candidates meeting on May 3, from 3-4 p.m. to meet training requirements.

Vince Dominguez, current Student Government Vice President Vince Dominguez encourages motivated students to run for office this spring.

“Anybody who has a passion for service and wants to give back to the Highline community,” said Dominguez, would be the type of person best suited for Student Government.

It is equally important, Dominguez said, to “definitely know what the job duties are and be committed to serving the students you’re supposed to be representing.” A sense of professionalism with the faculty and with the public is expected as well, he added.

In addition, he said, “Anybody who has a passion for service and wants to give back to the Highline community,” said Dominguez, would be the type of person best suited for Student Government.

Quake memory drives student to action

By YURI NISHIZAKI
Staff Reporter

The recent earthquake in Japan brought back memories for Highline student Yukino Atami.

The now 27-year-old Atami experienced a magnitude-6.8 earthquake when she was 10 and living in Kobe, Japan in 1995.

She was sound asleep, it was at 5:46 a.m., and a big jolt woke her up. It was a Tuesday morning.

“It was sudden. I felt a big quake suddenly, like ‘bang!’ I felt it long, and I didn’t know what was going on,” said Atami.

“As a minute later, I opened the door to secure the way out, and I saw my neighbor’s house across my house was not standing there anymore.”

By noon, the entire local infrastructure stopped working.

Her family went to Itami Station, which she used for commuting every day.

“The station was not there anymore. The earthquake destroyed the station about an hour before.”

“Rubble was everywhere, and people were in panic,” she said.

Atami’s parents were talking about moving to Kyotio, which is about 50 miles away from the epicenter of the quake and not severely affected. Atami’s grandmother was living there.

On the next day, they moved.

“It has been 16 years since, and a more powerful earthquake followed by a tsunami hit northern Japan on March 11. This 9-magnitude quake was one of the most powerful in recorded world history, leaving more than 13,000 people dead and tens of thousands missing.”

When Atami saw the video of tsunami sweeping everything away, she was shocked, she said. But her friends and her father’s relatives in Miyagi, which was severely affected by the earthquake and tsunami, were safe.

Then she decided to gather information and to take action.

She is now a member of Highline Supports Japan, a student group which is working to help people affected by the earthquake in Japan.

“I wanted to do something for America. I came to know about this group and I thought, “This is it,” she said.

Highline Supports Japan had fundraising events on April 12 and 13, having sold cookies and popcorn on April 13, and will ask people to make donations today on April 14. All the proceeds of the sales and collected money will be donated to the Red Cross.

On the day Atami moved to Kyotio, her grandmother said to her, “I’m happy that you are alive.”

When she went to see them, she said she saw her friends and said, “They always cheer up.

“I want to say the same thing to people [now],” she said. She hopes that people will say the same to affected people if they have chance to talk with them.

She has made handouts with information about the quake, and is distributing them in the fundraising event held by Highline Supports Japan, wanting people to get accurate information.

“We need correct information,” she said, adding that Japan is soon be safe to visit.

“When things are settled, please come to Japan and travel there as part of reconstruction,” she said.

For more information on Highline Supports Japan, access Facebook page Highline Supports Japan. To join the group, visit the International Student Programs on the fifth floor in Building 25 to sign up.

England focuses on safety, transportation

By MAX HENRY
Staff Reporter

Victoria England wants to provide a safer, cleaner environment at Highline.

England deals with updating safety and emergency plans, as well as finding new methods to better conform to the Commute Trip Reduction Program.

She is the new executive assistant to the vice president of administration/analyst, which means that she is aiding Vice President Larry Yok.

England grew up in Puyallup, where she went to high school.

She went on to the University of Washington, and then finished her master’s degree in environmental geology from Western Washington University.

After spending 10 years in the field as an environmental geologist managing safety plans, England said it was time to “get away from the boredom I was all too familiar with.”

One of England’s professional goals is to become an expert at project management, and seeing the opportunity at Highline was one of the factors that drew her attention. Also she said she has a strong personal desire to be part of mission that she can be proud of.

One of the many projects on England’s plate has to do with the Commute Trip Reduction Program.

The commute program, operated by King County, aims to reduce pollution, traffic congestion, fuel consumption, and just improving the overall carbon footprint of businesses and institutions.

Some of the ideas for successfully improving the carbon footprint here at Highline include carpooling, encouraging the use of public transportation, and the drop-off method.

England also has the task of updating the safety and emergency plans here at Highline. Though England said she is excited and optimistic in her new role here, she said, “I’m still getting my sea legs,” England said.

“I’m looking to think outside the box,” said England, “to find unique ways to solve problems and approach challenges.

“I’m always looking to grow and be challenged,” she said.
Government needs lesson in responsibility

Americans were concerned with government responsibility last week. Since Congress failed to come up with a budget for the 2011 fiscal year, the country has been running on fumes since September of 2010. Struggles arose when, after determining to cut $38 billion, they couldn’t agree on where to cut spending.

Disagreements and arguing over cuts is common. However, when the budget has run out and the country is on the verge of a government shutdown, our officials really need to agree to disagree for the moment, and reach some kind of compromise.

The fact that our government continued their arguing until the last moment is not only disconcerting, but it also had many Americans in an uproar.

Due to the non-existent state of the budget, the government deducted portions of soldiers’ paychecks — up to half — under the pretense of “debt reduction.”

This supposed debt reduction had nothing to do with the soldiers themselves, but instead, was the aftermath of Congress’ irresponsibility.

A bill was introduced by U.S. Sen. Kay Hutchison, R-Texas, on Tuesday, April 5. This bill, in essence, stated that U.S. soldiers deserve to be paid in full, on time, even during “funding gaps.” The original text of the bill defined funding gaps as such — “the term ‘funding gap’ means any period of time after the beginning of a fiscal year for which interim or full-year appropriations for the personnel accounts of the Armed Forces for that fiscal year have not been enacted.”

The bill has more than 50 co-sponsors.

This turn of events — deducting soldiers’ pay — had many Americans infuriated. Soldiers on active duty away from home have enough to worry about already, without having to wonder if the families they had to leave behind can make ends meet.

The fact that soldiers had this additional burden, because of government irresponsibility, left many Americans infuriated.

Irresponsibility of the government should not be placed on soldiers’ already burdened shoulders.

This situation begs the question, “What was Congress doing all this time?”

In September of last year, Congress failed to produce a fiscal budget. When the new members took their seats in January, a budget should have been at the top of their “to-do” list.

But obviously it wasn’t.

Two disconcerting questions resound. The first is “why?” The second is “Can we trust that our government won’t do this again?”

How to prepare for an earthquake

Being a volunteer in the Red Cross-Swattle Chapter is a great opportunity for me as a college student to gain community service experience and utilize my skills to educate the community about disaster preparation techniques that are very crucial in times of disaster. I have spoken to various communities, associations and schools about the importance of preparation for disasters and security measures for when disasters happen. Washington State is one of the most vulnerable states in the U.S., especially here in the greater Seattle area. With two active volcanic mountains — Mt. Rainier and Mt. St. Helens — located in this state, we must always be ready for earthquakes, which can occur at any time. In the wake of the Japan Earthquake, I would like to give a few tips based on The American Red Cross Disaster Guide on how to prepare for earthquakes and how to react when they happen.

If there is an earthquake and you are inside a building, there are two things you can do.

If the exit door is near and accessible and you are on the first floor, get out of the building as quickly as possible and move away from the building to prevent injuries by the falling debris. If your position is on the higher floors where you cannot get out of the building easily, find a sturdy table, duck under it and hold on until the tremors totally stop. Don’t move immediately after the tremor stops because there will always be an aftershock following a major earthquake. It is better to wait a few minutes before moving.

If you are outdoors or driving and there is an earthquake, find a clear spot where there are no buildings, trees or power lines and stay there. Stay away from bridges and slopes because they can collapse and trigger a landslide.

Clear the walls around your bed from hanging pictures, paintings, or any kind of heavy decorations, since they can fall down on you if there is an earthquake and you are sleeping.

We in the greater Seattle area don’t have the potential for a major tsunami because we are protected from the open ocean by the peninsula. Areas in Japan are exposed to the Pacific Ocean and have ongoing potential for tsunamis.

The next crucial part in disaster preparation is preparing a disaster supplies kit. The disaster supplies kit is a survival kit for you in times of disaster. Store your supplies in a duffel bag, backpack or covered trash receptacle near an accessible place, such as the door. Items you should put in the kit are:

• A three-day supply of food. Canned food is highly recommended because of its longevity. However, renew the food every six months to ensure the food is not expired.
• Three gallons of water per person.
• A portable battery-powered radio with extra fresh batteries.
• Flashlights and extra fresh batteries.
• First aid kit including all medications, prescription and non-prescription, that are regularly used. Renew every three months.
• Cash and coins.
• Copies of personal identification and important documents such as a driver license, passport, medical prescription and marriage certificate.
• Utenils such as spoons, forks, can openers, scissors, paper and pencils.
• Matches in a waterproof container.
• Special items such as a bottle for a baby, a walker for older parents and extra eyeglasses.
• One complete change of clothing and footwear per person.
• Blankets or sleeping bags. Additionally, put a flashlight and sturdy shoes under your bed as an extra precaution.

Stay alert and follow the current updates about earthquake potential in Washington State by logging in to pem.org. Marchel is a Highline student and Red Cross volunteer.

Share your opinions in print

The Thunderword invites letters and guest commentary from members of the campus community.

E-mail your submission to agramann@highline.edu.

Letters should be no more than 200 words.

Please provide contact information for confirmation purposes.

For information, contact thunderword@highline.edu.
The Three R’s

By Bill Deasy (Bill@gfrpuzzles.com)

Crossword 101

By Bill Deasy (Bill@gfrpuzzles.com)

Weekly SUDOKU

by Linda Thistle

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way that each row across, each column down and each small 3x3 box contains all of the numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★

Moderate Challenging HOO BOY!

© 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.

Quoteable Quote

When I read about the evils of drinking, I gave up reading.

• • • Henny Youngman

Arts news?
tword@highline.edu

© 2011 by King Features Syndicate, Inc. World rights reserved.
YOUR MUSCLES WILL TURN TO FAT and other fabulous myths from the world of fitness

By DARIN SMITH Special to the Thunderword

Between the internet, TV infomercials, and muscle magazines there is now a wealth of information about exercise available. Unfortunately many exercisers, both novices and seasoned gym rats alike, may be confused or misinformed about several basic facts about exercise.

Here are some of the most common exercise myths that need busting.

Myth #1 - Spot Reduction. This is the idea that a person can selectively burn off fat from a particular body area by doing a specific exercise for that area. For example, many late-night commercials would like you to believe that their abdominal machines will melt belly fat away and give you a chiseled six-pack.

Abdominal exercises will help build muscle and tone that area, but they will not selectively burn the fat layered on top of your abs. If you want to lose body fat, you must do it throughout your whole body with proper diet and regular exercise.

Myth #2 - Stretching before exercise is a must. It used to be widely accepted that a person should stretch before they exercise to avoid injury.

Modern exercise research actually suggests that pre-exercise stretching may increase injury in some cases.

Static stretching techniques may reduce muscle strength by 30% for up to 30 minutes after stretching.

Instead of stretching before exercise, it is more important to focus on doing a warm-up consisting of 5-15 minutes of light cardio activity to get the blood flowing and to increase the temperature of the muscles.

For some activities that require a lot of flexibility like dancing, gymnastics, and martial arts, it might be advisable to do some stretching after warming up to prepare for the activity.

For many exercise activities, like weight training, it is recommended to stretch at the end of the workout while the muscles are still warm to help improve flexibility and relieve muscle soreness.

Myth #3 - Weight training bulk up women. Many women may avoid lifting weights due to the fear that it will bulk them up or make them look masculine.

For most women, weight training helps tone muscle, burn calories, and builds strength without developing the same increase in muscle mass experienced by men.

In fact, some women have been found to double their strength without showing any observable change in muscle size.

This gender difference in muscle size is largely due to hormones like testosterone, which men have 20-30 times more of than women.

The few women who do get massive from weight training may have a genetic predisposition for building muscle mass or may be altering their body chemistry in some way (e.g. steroids).

Myth #4 - Lower intensity exercises are the best for burning fat. A person does burn a higher percentage of calories from fat during low intensity exercise (e.g. walking) compared to higher intensity exercise (e.g. running).

However, the main concern for fat weight loss is not the percentage of energy (calories) supplied specifically from fat, but the total energy expenditure, meaning how many calories total (from fats and carbs) were burned during the exercise.

At higher intensities you burn a lot more total calories than you do at lower intensities, which facilitate greater weight loss.

Myth #5 - If you stop working out, muscle will turn into fat. In addition, muscle cells actively burn calories, so losing some muscle may result in fewer calories being burned each day, which may further contribute to weight gain.

Myth #6 - Protein supplementation is necessary for building muscle. Most Americans consume far more than the Recommended Daily Allowance of protein in their diet (0.8g of protein/kg of body weight).

Athletes, bodybuilders, and intense exercisers may require slightly more protein than the normal limit (1.2-1.8g/kg), but typically the diets of many athletes often exceed 2-3 times the recommended intake anyway.

A person gains muscle mass mainly through resistance training, not by simply consuming more protein.

Taking excessive amounts of protein without exercising does not increase muscle mass, and may result in dehydration, potential kidney problems, and increases in stored body fat.

Myth #7 - Weight training decreases flexibility, coordination, and speed.

In the past, many coaches had their athletes avoid weight training because they were worried it would decrease some aspects of their performance.

Having excessive muscle bulk certainly might disrupt flexibility in some rare cases, and might decrease a person’s coordination and speed if that bulk weights them down.

However, a well-planned resistance training program can improve the health and functionality of muscle without adding a lot of unnecessary body mass, which in turn enhances athletic attributes like speed, balance, agility, coordination, power, and flexibility.

Myth #8 - If you want to lose weight, do cardio and skip weight training. Watching what you eat and doing cardio (e.g. running, biking, and swimming) are common approaches to losing weight.

Unfortunately, many people may exclude weight training from their exercise plans because they are worried about bulking up and gaining weight.

While it is true that a person may experience some initial weight gain on the scale from increased muscle mass, weight training is a key factor for any weight loss program.

Weight training helps burn calories during the exercise session, adds to long-term increases in your metabolism due to increased muscle mass, and it also helps tone the body to improve a person’s appearance.

Darin Smith teaches physical education at Highline.
Soup tops students’ lists for cold weather food

By KATIE ADAMS  Staff Reporter

When it begins to rain and the temperature drops, sophomore Lauren Rubio reaches for soup before any other type of food.

“Soup is easy to prepare,” Rubio said. “On cold nights, or cold harsh winter nights, people think of Rockstar energy drink or a glass of orange juice. [You want] something that warms you up and makes you feel good inside.”

Stormy days have the tendency to be exciting or depressing, so it’s a form of comfort food, Rubio said.

“It’s programmed into my brain to eat soup and enjoy the comfort of it,” said sophomore Katie Crepeau. “When it’s cold and wet outside, I’d like to know that my insides are nice and cozy.”

Chicken noodle, tomato, and potato soup are among some of the must-have flavors for Highline students when the weather is stormy.

“I love chicken noodle soup,” said freshman Cassie Turner. “It’s a classic.”

“Chicken coconut curry from Infinite Soup is my favorite,” said Crepeau. “I like the flavors of the coconut and curry, it warms my belly. Plus, the chicken adds that protein to keep me alive during terrible weather.”

“Whenever it’s cold or rainy, my family has this homemade potato soup they make; it has potato, onion, celery, Tabasco, and whatever kind of meat we have around the house,” said freshman Brian Fletcher.

“I crave it anytime the weather gets like that since we’ve made it ever since I was a kid,” he added.

Sophomore Lily Cunningham always prefers homemade soup on rainy days.

“The process of making soup and combining all the ingredients makes me feel like I’m eating healthier,” said Cunningham. “I like making soup when I’m sick, and that always happens when the weather is cold.”

Avocado and shrimp gazpacho

Ingredients:
Gazpacho
3 avocados
2 cups diced cucumber
¼ cup fresh chopped tomato
½ cup chopped onion
1 ½ cup (14 ounces) chicken broth
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 ½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon pepper
½ cup coarsely crushed tortilla chips
Shrimp
½ pound shrimp, peeled and deveined
2 cloves diced garlic
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 ½ teaspoon pepper
½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon cayenne pepper
½ teaspoon curry powder

Drizzle olive oil into a skillet pan over medium-high heat.

Add the garlic to the pan and stir until it is light brown.

Then add shrimp, lemon juice, salt, pepper, cayenne, and curry powder and stir until the shrimp is cooked.

Cut half of one of the avocados into thin slices and save for later use.

Then in a food processor, place remaining avocado, cucumber, tomato, onion, broth, lemon juice, salt, and pepper. Whirl until you get the consistency you want.

Spoon the gazpacho into medium-sized bowls.

Place shrimp and sliced avocado on top of that and sprinkle with tortilla chips.

Top Ramen vegetable soup livens up an old college standby.

Spice up your Ramen with fresh vegetables

By KANDI CARLSON  Staff Reporter

Soups come in all shapes and sizes, but there is one that many may be most familiar with – Top Ramen.

Easily and quickly made in minutes, Top Ramen is a no frills soup, but it can be a little dressing up.

With the addition of vegetables and a small amount of any kind of meat, a bowl of ramen noodles can become a feast.

All ingredients are added on the basis of what you have on hand at the time you are cooking and what your personal taste is.

This is what makes this particular version of Top Ramen a family favorite on a budget.

You can usually purchase a variety of fresh vegetables and herbs from your local grocery store or farm stand.

Purchasing such ingredients helps support your local farmers.

Some ingredients that can be found fairly cheap are: green onions, onions, jalapenos, carrots, and cilantro. Basically, any vegetable or fresh herb you have available to you or can afford.

None of the vegetables are cooked but added after the ramen is done cooking.

If you have meat of any kind, it can be added too.

Chicken is a good choice because it extra flavor and complements all the vegetables very well.

Whichever kind you choose, you need to slice into small pieces and fry in enough to coat the pan so it does not stick.

The pieces shouldn’t be any bigger than a nickel. This allows it to cook quickly and thoroughly.

This only takes about 10 minutes with chicken. Once done you can start your ramen.

Follow the instructions on the package except don’t add the flavor pack – you want to save it for last.

While your water is waiting to boil, you can chop your vegetables.

After you rinse all of your vegetables and pat dry, using a sharp knife, chop whichever vegetables you have selected to use.

Once chopped, place them into a large bowl. You can put all of them. Not all.

You can then add sauces or spices that you like. Soy sauce, red peppers or cayenne are a few that you may have handy.

Last step in this recipe is simple to sit down and enjoy this hearty and filling soup.

The seasoning packet you wait to add is added to the vegetables now.

This will add a bit more flavor to the soup because it is not so diluted by the water.

Grab yourself a large soup bowl or even a small mixing bowl and place some of the vegetable mixture in the bowl – only some, not all.

Once the ramen has finished cooking, using either a fork or tongs, dish the desired amount into your bowl.

It is not required that you add all of them.

Add the remaining vegetables, and add enough of the water to just cover the noodles.

You can then add sauces or spices that you like. Soy sauce, red peppers or cayenne are a few that you may have handy.

This meal cooks in about 15 minutes.
A group of local artists have woven their way into Highline's library art gallery.

Every Thursday, a group made up of librarians and one data specialist meet up to work on fiber art projects. This weekly roundup helps group members to swap ideas, collaborate on special projects, and gives them an excuse to keep getting together.

Fiber art consists of many different types of techniques while working with fabric. Some of these include quilting, needlepoint, knitting, and even crewel, an English-style stitching.

Each member of the group uses her own techniques to create unique pieces of art. Some use machines, and some do everything by hand.

Marlys Rudeen, who has been quilting for about 10 years, does everything by hand. "I like working in three dimensions," she said.

At the exhibit, one particular piece of hers used fabric work leaves on it. This was paired with hand-stitched three dimensional leaves, creating a matching circular wreath. Other group members use machines to do their quilting.

Marie Zimmermann, a founder of the group, had one piece that covered the entire height of the carpeted wall used for exhibits. This piece had a darker color scheme featuring interesting fabrics.

"I like dragons," said Zimmermann, as she pointed to one project that took her two years. This was a rocking chair with total needlepoint on the back rest down to the seat.

While this project was not featured at the exhibit, other projects of Walsh’s featuring needlepoint and crewel are on display.

Another founder of the group, Shirley Lewis, does mostly traditional quilting. With one of her projects, she bought one quilt which was made in the ’70s, and restored it, putting her own spin into it.

She explained that part of the fun with quilting is that you can give the same fabric to a group of people, and each person will come up with something totally different.

While the group meets every Thursday that they can, they also participate in other events. They did an Art Walk in Olympia, which was a community organized process that featured local artists.

Also, once a year they do a retreat (this year’s plan is to go to Cannon Beach), where they bring their sewing machines, or other crafts, and work on their projects together for part of the day, whilst the rest of the day they will shop, dine, and enjoy each other’s company.

The exhibit, up for the entire month of April, shows many different types of fiber arts and portrays the originality of each artist.

Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., as well as Saturday, open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Not all Quilts are Square by former Highline administrator Marie Zimmermann.

Science fiction and fantasy lovers will gather in the SeaTac Doubletree Hotel on April 21-24 for the Pacific Northwest’s Premier Science Fiction and Fantasy Convention, also known as Norwescon.

Each year writers and artists from all over the nation come to this convention, and that ranges from 3,000-3,400 people.

“This really is a literary convention. We promote the written word,” said Public Relations Manager Patricia Booze. Norwescon brings together both science fiction and actual science and technology.

“The science of the mind becomes the science of the future. If we dream it we can make it come true,” Booze said.

Booze gave an example of how the characters in Star Trek had little pieces they used to communicate with and how today we have Bluetooth technology.

There will be at least 100 -150 professional science fiction and fantasy artists and writers with more than 400 hours of panel discussion.

“We also have writing workshops and dances,” Booze said. There will be three dances, the Thursday Night Hoedown, Carnaval de Stdance on Friday and It’s Saturday Night. Carnaval de Stdance is Mardi Gras themed and It’s Saturday Night is 50s themed.

Other events will include laser tag, the Stargate Scavenger Hunt, gaming, the Paranormal Fair and Midnight Movies.

There is also an art show that displays the work of science and fantasy artists both local and national.

The art show and dealers room is open to the public. Special guests include artist Kimiko Craft and writer Patricia McKillip.

This is a family event and guests of all ages are welcome. There are activities for the younger generation such as the Children’s Masquerade, a costume contest for kids.

Admission is $50 for members and one day membership is $40 from April 21-24. Festivities start at 8 a.m.

The Doubletree Hotel is located on 18740 International Boulevard in SeaTac.

For more information visit norwescon.org.


**Rango aims at younger market**

By JONNY McGUIRE  
Staff Reporter

For those of you out there that have always dreamed of being a chameleon sheriff battling robbers in the old west, your prayers have been answered. A video game has been released for the motion picture Rango, a computer animated comedy film featuring the voice work of Johnny Depp.

A video game has been released for the motion picture Rango, a computer animated comedy film featuring the voice work of Johnny Depp.

"Rango is the antithesis of a game based on a movie, a game category that doesn't have the greatest track record. It's tons of fun, there's lots of variety from level to level and it's received lots of love from critics, which is always a good validation that all the hard work has paid off," said Lynch.

"The game really looks good as well, as all the original character designs come straight from the film team at Industrial Light and Magic (Star Wars, Pirates of the Caribbean)," Lynch said.

The game also features music from the Hans Zimmer team, along with an original score from one of the writers of the film. Ultimately, it's a really fun game; you should definitely check it out."

Rango: The Video Game is now available for the Playstation 3, Xbox 360, Wii, and Nintendo DS entertainment systems.

---

**Rainier Symphony heads east for weekend**

By KELLY CASSINERIO  
Staff Reporter

The Russians are coming to the Rainier Symphony this weekend.

The Tukwila-based group will be performing its Classical Concert Saturday night, which is being performed by three Russian composers. Selections at the concert will include Russian Easter Overture by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov; Cello Concerto by Antonin Dvorak, with John Michel performing a solo on cello; and Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky.

The symphony is a community orchestra in Tukwila composed of a diverse group of people including teachers, students, engineers and business professionals.

The music director of Rainier Symphony, David Waltman, conducts the orchestra through all their concerts and has been doing so for nine seasons. Waltman is also an artistic advisor for the Bainbridge Symphony Orchestra and guest conducts symphonies in Russia.

Rainier Symphony has performed with many internationally recognized musicians.

This season Ilkka Talvi, a world class violinist, will be a guest performer and will be seen in the following concerts April 16 and 17.

The concert on April 16 will start at 7:30 p.m. and be held at the Renton IKEA Performing Arts Center which is located at 400 S. Second St. Renton.

The concert on April 17 will start at 3 p.m. and be held at the Foster Performing Arts Center which is located at 4242 S. 144th St. Tukwila.

Ticket prices are $15 for adults, $10 for seniors and students, and children 12 and under are free.

To buy your tickets, go to www.brownpapertickets.com or call 800-838-3006.

---

**What's Happening?**

- **04.15**
  - Iron Legacy is the featured movie on April 15. The movie begins at 12:30 p.m. in Building 29, room 104. The viewing is free. Movie Fridays is sponsored by the Highline Film Studies program and ILSC.

- **04.16**
  - Admission will be free at The Auburn Performing Arts Center on Saturday, April 16. Museum President and CEO Doug King said today that Saturday will be a day to celebrate the Institution’s acquisition of a space shuttle trainer, and free admission is a way the Museum can show its gratitude for the community’s good will and support during the Museum’s long effort to bring a NASA space shuttle to Seattle.

- **04.17**
  - The Korean Music Association presents a musical fundraiser for Cornerstone Clinic at the Auburn Performing Arts Center. There will be a variety of musical talents this year including pop, classical, folk, musical, and an opera gala show. All proceeds will go towards Cornerstone Clinic and to aid Japan’s recent disaster. Tickets will be available at the door for $20 each or you can call 206-550-6876.

- **04.21**
  - Highline High School Drama presents Little Shop of Horrors, a rock musical about a hopeless florist shop worker who raises a plant that feeds on human blood. The show is at the Highline Performing Arts Center and starts at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $12.00 for adults, $8.00 for seniors, and $2.00 for children under 10. For tickets and more information call Bill Killian at 206-631-6737.

- **04.22**
  - Lakeland Hills Elementary presents Into the Woods, Jr. at the Auburn Riverside Theatre. The Brothers Grimm “go Broadway” and offer up a cockeyed fairy tale where all of your favorite characters - Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack (and his beanstalk), and the Witch - meet and interact on their thrilling journeys.

The public is welcome. The show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5. Call 253.315.3027 for information.

- **04.23**
  - Auburn Arts Commission’s Bravo Series presents Alfred Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps. Broadway performance. Alfred Hitchcock’s award-winning The 39 Steps is Broadway’s longest-running comedy thriller. Performed by a cast of four playing 150 unique characters. The show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets are $25 or $23 student/senior. Call Auburn Arts & Recreation at 253-931-3043.

- **04.26**
  - Puget Brass is performing a free concert at the E.B. Foote Winery in Bumby. Puget Brass is a 25-piece traditional British brass band. The performance starts at 7:00 p.m. All ages are welcome to attend this free event, and no reservations are needed.

- **04.30**
  - The Auburn Avenue Theatre presents The Diamond Experience, bringing the whole-some and heartwarming passion of Neil Diamond’s music to the stage, performing well-known favorites such as Sweet Caro-line, Song Sung Blue, Cracklin’ Rose and many more, with interesting facts and down home audience interaction. Tickets are $7 or $5 student/senior. Call Auburn Parks, Arts & Recreation at 253-931-3043.

- **05.02**
  - Janeece Shaffer’s new “dramedy,” Brownie Points, is making its West Coast premiere at Taproot Theatre this spring. With $10 tickets for ages 25 and under for all performances, students can enjoy great professional theatre for virtually the cost of a movie. Directed by Karen Lund, Brownie Points opens on May 20 and runs through June 18, with previews on May 18 and 19.

---

**Be proactive and plan your transfer early!**

Attend this 45-minute session and find out more about:

- **A.A. S degree benefit transfers**
- Important deadlines when transferring
- Selecting your major and school
- Admission requirements
- Much more!

Registration required. Sign-up in the Educational Planning and Advising Center (Building 6) Sponsored by Educational Planning/Transfer Center

Tuesday, April 26
12:00 – 12:45 p.m.  
Building 10, Room 105

---

**Hawaiian Airlines**

**Bundled with Aloha**

Enjoy 30% off* the following:

- All Inclusive Resorts in Kauai, Oahu, Maui, and Molokai
- Roundtrip car rentals on Maui, Kauai, and Oahu
- Special offers on Maui and Oahu activities

At hotel, car rental, or activity booking:

**Use promo code:**

**Aloha30**
T-Birds win amid substitution error

By JOSHUA HART
Staff Reporter

The Highline softball team won their first divisional game at Green River on Tuesday, 9-8, after losing their first seven games in the regular season.

The game against Green River ended in controversy, however. Green River made an illegal substitution which gave them two outs in the seventh inning, Highline led by one run, then flew out to end the game.

The Gators substitution was spotted by Highline Head Coach Scott Dillinger and reported to the umpire, who then correctly recorded both players - the substitute and the player being substituted out - which left Highline pitcher Faith Baldwin win with only one out until the Highline win.

Dillinger did his job as head coach in reporting the illegal substitution, but the Green River players and fans weren’t happy.

Coach Dillinger said that they were calling Highline “a dirty team” and that Highline “can only win by cheating.”

Despite the ending to the game, Highline managed to score nine runs off of 12 hits that included an Evan Tullis triple, and doubles from Brittney Myers and Keri Spafford.

Spafford said that they have been working on their hitting and that it showed against the Gators.

They also played Green River on April 6, losing 11-1 both times.

Highline pitchers Shannen Morgan and Faith Baldwin were tagged with the two losses.

Green River star pitcher Alexa Derrick picked up both wins.

Coach Dillinger said that it’s tough when you have to face one of the top pitchers in the league on half of the eight games played so far.

“This is a sport where you can really ride one player to the top,” Dillinger said.

Highline then went on to play on the road at Grays Harbor, losing both ends of the doubleheader, 9-1 and 3-0.

Baldwin was the losing pitcher in both games, but she recorded 16 strikeouts in the process.

Grays Harbor freshman pitcher Shelby Pass picked up both wins.

Coach Dillinger said that Grays Harbor is slightly better than Highline, but that the games should have been closer.

The T-Birds took two losses to first-place Pierce on April 9.

They got outscored 24-1 over the two games. The first was 8-0 and the second 16-1.

Shannen Morgan was the unlucky pitcher for Highline, marked as the losing pitcher both games.

The T-Birds managed only three hits over both games, compared to Pierce’s 27.

In the six games leading up to the second doubleheader, against Green River, Highline was outscored 54-4.

“We just haven’t gotten that dirt feeling,” Spafford said.

Spafford said that they just needed to get out on the field earlier in the season.

She added that they got stuck inside a lot more than they would have liked.

“We are just underrated,” Dillinger said.

He added that these are the players they have and that they will do the best they can.

“We need to communicate more and move our feet,” Spafford said of the defensive woes for Highline.

The T-Birds have committed 22 errors to date over the course of eight games.

Spafford said that catcher Brittny Myers and outfielder Lisa Sykes are the leaders on the team, and that they always keep a positive atmosphere alive despite the early season deficits.

Coach Dillinger said that he is glad that he gets to work with this group of T-Birds, despite the early season struggles.

“This is a fun group to work with,” Dillinger said.

Highline played South Puget Sound on Wednesday with results unavailable at presstime.

The T-Birds face only two opponents this week, but both are on the road.

The first is against Centralia on Thursday, April 14 at 3pm.

Then Highline face South Puget Sound on April 19, before taking a couple days off until their April 22 matchup against Centralia.
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Snowy March extends ski season into spring

By MATTIE MICHALEK
Staff Reporter

More mountain snow means an extended spring ski season in the Northwest.

Thanks to the strong La Nina weather pattern, the Pacific Northwest has seen enormous amounts of snow, with promises of more on the way. The Washington State Department of Transportation reported that up to 15 feet of snow fell last month. This is one third of a typical season’s snow in just one month.

While some resorts will be closing in April, others are in it for the long haul.

This year, Crystal Mountain will operate well past its typical mid-April close. The new Mt. Rainier gondola gives people access to upper mountain skiing, as well as scenic rides for hiking and sightseeing. The extra snowfall has also contributed to the longer spring ski season.

“There’s just tons of snow,” said Crystal Mountain spokeswoman Justus Hyatt. “Our snowpack has over 500 inches of snow, which is more snow than in over a decade.”

Hyatt predicts that the ski season will last until mid-June, maybe even to July. Daily ticket rates are $63 or $73 with the gondola. Lifts run Sunday through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m; and Saturday 9 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.

The Summit at Snoqualmie has closed down the more family-oriented West ski area, as well as East, but the main ski area, Summit Central, remains open. Summit Central features an award-winning terrain park as well as many runs for various skill levels. A full day ticket runs for $58 and hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. all week.

For the more advanced skiers and snowboarders, Alpental also remains opens. Alpental is home to some of the most challenging terrain in North America, and because of its higher elevation, usually remains open the longest.

On the other hand, Stevens Pass, located just about two hours away from Highline, will be closing for the season this Sunday, April 17.

Luckily, Stevens Pass always likes to ride on a good note.

On Sunday beginning at 9 a.m., Stevens Pass will feature Springfest, an activity loaded day with fun competitions, prizes, and music.

All the benefits of Springfest go to the Outdoors for All Foundation, a non-profit group providing opportunities for children and adults with disabilities.

Stevens Pass is open Thursdays through Sunday and tickets cost $60.
Legislature
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There are multiple benefits of this bill, he said. “By assigning common student identification numbers throughout the system, we are also streamlining many administrative processes that will ultimately save the state money so that we can focus our higher education dollars directly on student learning,” White said.

This bill is likely to be signed into law by the governor, he said. “The bill received broad support from the State Board for Community and Technical colleges, students, faculty members, legislators, and the public at large and received unanimous support in both the House and Senate. I fully expect the governor to sign it into law,” Sen. White said.

The measure would go into effect 90 days after the governor signs it.


This bill is not the only one that could affect Highline students.

Senate Bill 5868 would charge higher tuition for students with excess credits or prior degrees.

If this senate bill is passed, prices for excess credits would increase. A five-credit class would cost a student $1,500 instead of $500.

The sponsors for this bill are Sen. Tom and Sen. Joseph Zurell, R-Ridgefield.

Many college officials spoke out against this bill with concerns for students going back to colleges for career changes, those needing prerequisites for graduate school, and students pursuing a teaching certification.

Some officials said that this bill would not affect enough students to make it worth it to pass the bill and could end up costing more money than it helps to bring in.

This bill has passed by Senate Higher Education Committee on Higher Education and sent to the budget-writing Ways & Means Committee.

The bill got a hearing there on March 24, but no action has been taken since then.

Meanwhile, House Bill 1163 aims to end bullying in schools, including in college.

This bill will create a work group on preventing bullying, intimidation, and harassment and increase student knowledge about mental health and youth suicide.

It requires the work group to examine and recommend policies to protect K-12 students attending community and technical colleges from bullying and harassment, in collaboration with the State Board for Community and Technical colleges.

Past reports on bullying in college is one reason why this bill was created.

“Due to reports of bullying in school and in some cases it has led to suicides, the bill was introduced to assist young people,” said Lesley Roberts, the legislative assistant to State Rep. Pat Sullivan D-Covington, a co-sponsor of the bill.

House Bill 1163 has passed through the House and the Senate and is being delivered to the governor for her signature.

“I am very pleased that house bill 1163 has passed the Senate and is on the way for the governor’s signature,” said Rep. Tina Orwell, D-Des Moines.

“This is a very important bill to have both community colleges and K-12 institutions to do more formal planning and intervention on bullying. I also worked with the sponsor, Rep. Marko Liias, (D-Mukilteo) on suicide prevention for youth,” said Orwell, also a co-sponsor.

Increasing number of students turn to program for assistance

By ELIZABETH MIKLOVICH
Staff Reporter

Women’s Programs and WorkFirst Services have seen the number of students they serve triple.

We have over 700 students that we are assisting,” Director Deana Rader said.

The unemployment rate in King County is currently 8.6 percent.

Meanwhile, with a higher poverty threshold for receiving benefits, many families have lost their funding for child care.

“These programs and the lack of funding for them accounts for the high number of students that Women’s Programs and WorkFirst are currently assisting, Rader said.

Rader explained that Highline works with the Basic Food and Training Program (BFET) to assist families who are trying to obtain child care.

The BFET program can provide financial assistance for students who meet the food stamp guidelines but are not receiving WorkFirst cash.

“Having the Washington Children’s Home Society moving into the campus child care center has helped not just stude- nts, but staff and faculty as well,” Rader said.

There is currently a wait list for the facility.

Beyond that, Women’s Pro- grams continues to work on a variety of issues.

“Our main focus this year is on domestic violence. We are seeing on average one case a week instead of our historical one case a month,” she said.

“We work with Domes- tic Abuse Women’s Network (DAWN) in helping victims of domestic violence,” said Rader.

Limited counseling services are offered in the program of- fice.

“We use a strength-based approach with students. It is a great mentoring program,” Rader said.

The Women’s Programs and WorkFirst Services offer several classes and seminars throughout the year.

They include: self-defense, domestic violence awareness, sexual health classes, and classes on repairing your credit.

Men are also encouraged to at- tend these classes.

The program also offers a workshop orientation to Highline, for those considering their educational options.

The workshops held on Mon- days and Wednesdays starting in June and running through December.

They are held in the Inter- cultural Center, in Building 6, room 151 and are free to all who are interested in attending.

Men are encouraged to at- tend the workshops as well.

The next event is the Annual Women’s Celebration on May 4.

The key note speaker is Magda- len Hu-Bli, who will discuss the intersection of race, gender, and the arts.

For more information on Women’s Programs and Work- First Services, visit www.high- line.edu/womens programs, or visit their office in Building 6.
Budget
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dent aid and allowing flexibility for tuition increases, he said. The Senate’s budget proposal retains $124.4 million in state general funds for financial aid to compensate for the 11 percent tuition increase that community and technical colleges would face each year.

Under SB 5924, the Senate has also proposed to charge non-needly Running Start students 10 percent of their tuition.

“The numbers are bad, but there is no way around it,” said Rep. Seaquist. “We are at the downfall of a very serious re-cession, and we need to manage these cuts toward a better future for higher education.”

In light of the harsh cuts, the worker retraining program would receive $15 million in state funding, providing an addi-tional 1,617 positions for stu-dents who were left out of work due to the poor economy.

The budget provides student work study with $23.2 million in state general funds. Although the funding is be-ing reduced, the Senate is still preserving the program, in con-trast to the House budget that suspended the funding com-pletely.

“We’re hoping this is a low point and the state can help the institutions move forward into a better future,” Seaquist said.

Reaction
continued from page 1
possible to afford,” she said.

Several students said that the rise in tuition would limit their book money, typically the extra money left over after tuition is paid from grants or scholarships they receive.

Another student is in the same situation where she relies heavily on financial aid to go to school. “This quarter I’m only taking 12 credits and because of that I had to pay for a quarter of my tuition,” she said.

She doesn’t have a job, mak-ing her paying for tuition very hard.

“I’m going to school to get credits in order to get a job,” the student said. With the increase going into effect she highly doubts she will be able to con-tinue her education.

Deborah Ho said she wouldn’t be able to attend school.

“With no financial aid I would have to have two jobs,” said Ho.

Some students say they like-ly will cut back on classes.

Mack Schlesinger said he will have to check to see if his financial aid will cover the tu-ition hike.

“Maybe I would take one class per quarter,” said Schlesinger.

“I’m already working full-time, so I’m guess I’m going to have to take fewer classes,” said Kevin Price.

“That’s all bad,” said student Sunny Minhas, upon hearing that tuition could increase in the fall. “Maybe I could afford one or two classes, but without financial aid it would be hard to take a full load.

“I would definitely have to work more to keep taking class-es,” said student Jared Lewis.

Others say they might drop out of school altogether.

“Maybe I would not come to school. It might be too much,” said stu-dent Yodit Alemu.

The tuition increase would make it especially hard for in-ternational students, who al-ready pay more than resident students.

International student Nigo Siang said she would have to take fewer classes if the tuition was raised because “We are not supposed to have part time jobs.”

Another international student said that it would be much hard-er for her to go to school. She said the best she could do would be to try to find a job on camp-us; otherwise she would have to take fewer classes.

One student, Christina Pom, re-tains $124.4 million in state funding, providing an additional 1,617 positions for students who were left out of work due to the poor economy.

The budget provides student work study with $23.2 million in state general funds. Although the funding is being reduced, the Senate is still preserving the program, in contrast to the House budget that suspended the funding completely.

“We’re hoping this is a low point and the state can help the institutions move forward into a better future,” Seaquist said.

Unity through Diversity Week returns to Highline

Unity through Diversity Week runs from Friday, April 22 – Saturday, April 30 this year.

This year’s Unity through Diversity Week offers seven days of lectures surrounding topics concerning diverse popula-tions. This year the week will end

with the Teaching Equity Con-ference that is designed to “increase future teachers understanding of how to work effec-tively in a diverse classroom,” according to the MultiCultural Center’s website.

The conference costs $30 to attend and includes lunch. You must register in advance to at-


If you are interested in at-tending you may find additional information at the Teaching Equity Conference website or at the Multicultural Services website at www.highline.edu/stuserv/multicultural/unity-week.

Turn your Highline degree into a teaching career.

Highline Community College and Heritage University at SSCC have joined hands to help you seamlessly expand your AA or AS degree into a Bachelor of Education. For details, call Heritage at 206 764-5371 or e-mail seattle@heritage.edu.

heritage.edu
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